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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new multi-function based modeling of 3D heterogeneous porous
wound scaffolds to improve wound healing process for complex deep acute or chronic
wounds. An imaging-based approach is developed to extract 3D wound geometry and
recognize wound features. Linear healing fashion of the wound margin towards the
wound center is mimicked. Blending process is thus applied to the extracted geometry
to partition the scaffold into a number of uniformly gradient healing regions.
Computer models of 3D engineered porous wound scaffolds are then developed for
solid freeform modeling and fabrication. Spatial variation over biomaterial and loaded
bio-molecule concentration is developed based on wound healing requirements.
Release of bio-molecules over the uniform healing regions is controlled by varying
their amount and entrapping biomaterial concentration. Thus, localized controlled
release is developed to improve wound healing. A prototype multi-syringe single
nozzle deposition system is used to fabricate a sample scaffold. Proposed
methodology is implemented and illustrative examples are presented in this paper.
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1 INTRODUCTION & LITERATURE REVIEW
Skin is the largest organ in human body and loss of integrity of skin due to injuries or illness may
bring serious disabilities or even death. Causes of significant skin loss are thermal injuries, traumas
and chronic ulcerations [29]. Wound healing in human skin is a familiar, everyday process however the
underlying biology brings a very complex but orderly serious of events [48]. Due to possible lack of
synchrony in the order of healing process, a wound behaves as a chronic wound that may even fail to
heal. The ultimate goal of wound healing scaffolds is then to eliminate abnormalities that lead to
impaired or slow healing. One common way is to prepare the wound bed to get the wound behave as
normal i.e. surgical debridement [29].
Despite extensive research, wound healing remains partially understood. Human skin serves as a
protective barrier against the environment and is composed of two layers: keratinized stratified outer
layer (epidermis) and collagen-rich inner layer (dermis) [37]. Serious injuries or illnesses damage the
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epidermis and sometimes even penetrates through the dermis. Wound contraction and matrix
remodeling occur in the dermis in parallel with epidermal cell migration and proliferation during deep
wound healing. Although the exact mechanism is still not clear, migration and proliferation of
epithelial cells may be triggered by the absence of neighboring cells at the wound margin know as
“free-edge effect” [29]. In the literature, wound healing of mammalian skins has been analyzed both
experimentally and theoretically [6, 32, 39, 46, 52]. Several mathematical models have been proposed
concentrating specifically upon the mechanism involved in epidermal healing. However, 3-D healing
modeling of deep wounds and closure has not been investigated, and majority of research has been
done by assuming a 1-D or 2-D healing process. Wound closure is indeed the centripetal movement
process of the wound periphery and adjacent uninjured skin toward the wound center [47]. The
healing of convex wound shapes follows a linear relationship between area and perimeter while the
distance from the wound perimeter to any given point within the wound surface is always definable via
a linear distance [6]. Moreover, several imaging techniques such as Laser Doppler Imaging [27],
noninvestment tools with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [20] and 3D active contour segmentation
[54] are used to capture wound geometry during healing process, and predict wound healing based on
geometry, area and appearance [5, 19, 21, 30].
Fig. 1: A typical wound scaffold impregnated with cells, growth factors and proteins [29]. Courtesy of
Elsevier.
A typical 3D wound scaffold, shown in Fig. 1, should posses several functions such as protecting
wound from the external environment to prevent trauma, bacterial invasion and contact with caustic
substances, and enabling oxygen transmit to wound surface . An appropriate oxygen balance should be
maintained for optimal wound healing to support cell migration and mitosis [31]. Thus, semipermeable
porous scaffolds are needed for dressing to create the optimal oxygen tension for accelerated wound
healing. Although several single layer porous wound scaffolds have been applied in wound healing
applications [18, 49], full thickness wounds involve the loss of epidermis and dermis layer of the skin
that necessitates multilayered wound scaffolds . Bilayered structures reinforced with epidermal cells,
collagen, human skin fibroblast and keratinocyte [3, 11, 17] have been successfully used in surgical
wounds and ulcers compared to the standard therapies [13].
Biomaterials have been extensively used in medical applications. Alginates have been widely
applied as hydrogel synthetic extracellular matrices (ECMs) for cell immobilization, cell transplantation
and tissue engineering due to their physical properties that are similar to natural tissues [41]. Due to
their gelatin property during in contact with body fluid, alginates have been one of the most popular
biomaterials in wound care [1]. This property prevents the wound surface from drying out and
provides a moist wound environment that leads a better repair of wound with less tissue loss from
desiccation [53]. Besides, this eliminates fibre entrapment in the wound, which is a major cause of
patient trauma during wound dressing removal [28]. Moreover, ionically crosslinked alginates release
ions during in contact with body fluids that reduce bleeding during several surgical interventions [4].
Furthermore, alginates are highly absorbent (up to 15-20 times its own weight) and nonadherent that
enables them to remain in wound bed for several days [31]. The quantity and quality of regenerating
tissue depends on the present of biologic modifiers (i.e. growth factors and proteins), their activity
with target cells and the extracellular matrix environment [23]. A wealth of growth factors such as
epidermal growth factors (EGF), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), transforming growth factor-β
(TGF-β), heparin binding epidermal growth factor (HB-EGF) and keratinocyte growth factor (KGF)
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regulate wound healing [33]. Due to short biological half life, potential carcinogenesis risk and lack of
tissue selectivity, proteins and growth factors needs to be controlled spatially and temporarily in a
wound scaffold [40]. Changing incorporated bio-molecules and material concentrations provides a way
to control release kinetics spatially. Multi-functional active wound scaffolds are hence needed to guide
release kinetics spatially. Higher bio-molecule concentrations in specific sites result in higher amount
of cumulative release. Material concentration however mediates release kinetic rate rather than
changing cumulative release such as higher alginate concentration slows down release kinetics and vice
versa [38].
Novel engineering approaches aims to develop more effective structures which are easy to handle,
user friendly, acellular and impregnated with growth factors and proteins [29]. 3D customized porous
scaffolds with localized based impregnation of cells, growth factors and proteins thus need to be
considered for future trend in full thickness wound healing applications. This enables target delivery
of loaded biological modifiers spatially i.e. gradient decrease in EGF through bottom sites of a wound
scaffold while its effectiveness is disappearing in dermis.
The ultimate goal of this paper is to improve wound healing process in full thickness acute or
chronic wounds by controlling release kinetics of bio-molecules spatially and temporarily to
synchronize it with normal healing process. Thus, a new 3-D wound scaffold design is proposed to
deliver bio-molecules locally and temporarily based on 3D wound healing needs. Wound scaffolds are
thus developed and fabricated with spatially varying biomaterial and loaded bio-molecules
concentration. A road map of proposed methodology is given in Fig. 2 beginning with processing
wound images to extract the 3D wound scaffold geometry. 3D modeling of wound bed is then used to
determine functionally gradient uniform regions based on linear healing of wound margin towards the
wound center. Next, 3D model of porous wound scaffold for solid freeform fabrication (SFF) is
generated with variational biomaterial and loaded bio-molecule concentration. Finally, toolpath of 3D
model is generated and inputted into numerically controlled multi-syringe single nozzle solid freeform
deposition system. The methodology is implemented and illustrative examples are given in this paper.
Fig 2: Road map of modeling and fabricating a wound scaffold with controlled material and loaded bio-
molecule concentrations.
2 MULTIFUNCTION BASED VARIATIONAL MODELING OF 3D WOUND SCAFFOLDS
Wound healing can be enhanced by controlling localized protein and growth release over the scaffold.
Adjusting the healing time of a specific region with respect to the release time of corresponding
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growth factors or proteins would have a great impact on wound healing [40]. In this paper, proteins,
growth factors and cells etc. are named with a general term of “bio-molecules”. Release kinetics of bio-
molecules can be temporarily controlled by controlling material and loaded bio-molecule distribution
spatially in 3D. Material and bio-molecule distribution functions represent the concentration profile
based on wound healing requirements. Concentration profile thus directs variation over the scaffold
spatially. Three-dimensional geometry of customized scaffold is then formed by partitioning the
scaffold into uniform regions with uniform existence of materials and bio-molecules. Discretization of
the scaffold follows how a wound heals on human skin. In order to mimic 3-D wound healing process
to partition the wound scaffold into uniform functional regions, concentration variation can be
represented with relation to the 3D wound space boundaries or features. In this section, feature based
representation of 3D wound scaffolds with multifunction based concentration profile is presented.
2.1 Feature-based Representation of 3D Wound Scaffolds
In feature-based representation, a 3D wound scaffold S is modeled as a collection of three
characteristic sets [44]. Feature-based representation scheme is applied to represent S by combining
concentration profile (P) with a set of features (F) and a set of geometric constraints (C) as follows:
S (P, F, C) (2.1)
P  {fm (u),, fb (u)}

F  {{FFi }i0,...,ni ,{WFj } j0,...,m j } n E
3
}}{{C 0,..., jmjj
C


Where E3 is the three-dimensional Euclidean space. Concentration profile P guides concentration
variation and is modeled as a free-form curve represented by B-spline functions of parametric distance
u and degree ( p ). P comprises material concentration function )(fm u and loaded bio-molecule
concentration function )(f
b
u . Concentration property of S in this paper is thus directed by a
multifunction driven concentration profile.

P Ni,p(u)Qj
i=0
e
 (2.2)
In Eqn (2.2),
jQ are the control points that control the concentration profile. Feature set F consist of
form features
imii
FF 0,...,}{  and wound features jmjj
WF 0,...,}{  . Form features are geometric entities such
as points, curves, surfaces or solid primitives that define the geometry of wound bed and hence the
geometry of 3D porous scaffold. Wound features dominate the starting and ending points of
concentration variation over the scaffold. Wound feature can be an arbitrary feature of 3D healing
tissue space in the geometric form of a point, curve, surface or the entire boundary. Variation in
material and bio-molecule concentration is confined by set of geometric constraints
jmjj
C 0,...,}{  .
Geometric constraints limit concentration variation in a way that the concentration profile is not
defined beyond the boundary of form features in the porous space of S. Feature-based representation
of a sample 3D wound scaffold is demonstrated in Fig. 3. Wound scaffold (S) consists of 3
characteristics sets: set of features, set of geometric constraint and a multifunctional concentration
profile. Feature set is a collection of 2 feature sets: a set of wound features and a set of form features.
While wound healing process starts from the wound margin and proceeds towards the center of the
wound (the point where wound converges), for illustrational purpose two wound features WF’s are
defined over the wound geometry to mimic healing process: surface of wound bed ( 1WF ) and wound
center ( 2WF ). Fig. 3 illustrates form features that represent the geometry of S including cylindrical
solid primitives to model 3D porous shape for solid freeform fabrication (discussed in Section 2.3).
Sample geometric constraints over form features are side surface and bottom surface of solid cylinder
primitive. These are the boundaries that the concentration profile is not defined beyond (in void
space). In Fig. 3, concentration variation is guided by the concentration profile P, with increasing
material concentration function and decreasing impregnated bio-molecule concentration function
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between 2 WF’s. Surface of wound bed defined as 1WF can also be represented as a set of wound bed
curves
Kk
kI
1,...,
}{

.
Fig 3: Feature-based representation of a sample wound scaffold.
It is assumed that the overall property pΠ including mechanical, functional and biological
behavior of the wound scaffold is proportional to the concentration profile and is given in Eqn (2.3).
Controlling concentration profile thus guides variation in mechanical, functional and biological
properties through the scaffold to satisfy local requirements in healing wound (i.e. higher material
concentration in certain sites improves mechanical properties and slows down the release of
biologically active molecules).
P≈Πp (2.3)
2.2 Geometric Variational Model: Generation of Functionally Gradient Regions
Required bio-molecules can be delivered at a specific site over the wound space by synchronizing the
delivery of controlled amount of bio-molecules with tissue regeneration. The geometry of a wound
scaffold then needs to be varied based on wound surface movement to control improved and
successful wound healing [24]. In the literature, 2-D wound healing progress has been studied to
understand the contraction of wound margin through the wound center or the relation between wound
perimeter with the wound area [6, 10, 16, 46-47]. However, all wounds have thickness and hence a 3-D
geometry, and follow a 3-D healing process. Thus, a new 3-D blending operation is proposed to
generate variation over the scaffold to mimic the linear healing process proposed in [6, 14-16, 22, 50-
51]. Based on the above referred linear healing fashion, wound center ( 2WF ) where the wound closure
converges and healing completes can be approximated as the projection of deepest point over wound
top surface.
In this paper, a novel blending approach is developed for 3D modeling of heterogeneous wound
scaffolds. Blending (also called skinning) is a process forming a surface between 2 WF’s that is a blend
among a set of curves called sections curves denoted by k
j
H u( ) , j J 1,..., (See our earlier work [36] for
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details about blending). k
j
H u( ) is j th section curve passing through kI . Curve interpolation is
performed across the equally distanced points of the section curves between 2 WF’s. Variation over the
scaffold is represented by concentration profile that directs blending operation generating n number
of blending curves ( kiB ).
k
iB represents the continuous variation on the geometry between two wound
features. Blending curves are used to partition wound scaffolds into uniformly gradient healing
regions. In order to generate n number of blending curves on the scaffold, discretization is performed
on the concentration profile by dividing it into 1-n number of equivalent regions based on a parametric
distance. In this paper, region generation is performed over 3-D geometry by applying blending process
through set of
Kk
kI
1,...,
}{

shown in Fig. 7(a). Each kI generates J number of section curves
k
j J
j
H u =1,...,{ ( )} illustrated in Fig. 7(b). Curve interpolation is performed across the equally distanced
points of the section curves to generate n number of blending curves ni
k
iB 1,...,}{  shown in Fig. 7(c). In
this work, surface generation discussed in our earlier study [45] is used to construct set of surfaces
niiS 1,...,}{  (See Fig. 7(e)) from generated blending curves shown in Fig. 7(d).
Fig. 4: Steps to obtain uniform regions: (a) Set of wound bed curves
Kk
kI
1,...,
}{

, (b) section curve
generation, (c) applying blending process for each kI , (d) generating blending curves and (d) obtaining
multi-functional boundary surfaces ( iS ).
The following algorithm is developed to generate uniform healing regions.
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Algorithm I: Generation of uniform gradient regions
INPUT:
jmjj
WF 0,...,}{  : Set of wound features
Kk
kI
1,...,
}{

: Set of wound bed curves
d : Dividing distance for section curve generation
n : Required number of uniform healing regions
OUPUT:
niiS 1,...,}{  : Set of multi-functional boundary surfaces
START
∀ kI :
Obtain the length of wound bed curve kI ( kl ) and number of section curves where
kl
J
d
 ;
For ( 1j  to J ) {
Generate section curve ( )kjH u from
kI to 2WF ;
1j j  ; } /*** End of 1st For Loop***/
For ( 2i  to n ) {
Generate blending curve kiB through equally distanced points;
1i i  ; } /*** End of 2rd For Loop***/
For ( 1i  to n ) {
Generate multi-functional boundary surface iS through set of blending curves 1,...,{ }
k
i k KB  ;
1i i  ; } /*** End of 3th For Loop***/
END
In this section, variation of scaffold geometry to localize material and entrapped bio-molecules is
thus represented by a new 3-D blending operation generating n number of multi-functional boundary
surfaces. This process is used to partition the entire geometry into uniform healing regions with
identical properties. In the next section, development of porous wound scaffolds for solid freeform
modeling and fabrication is presented.
2.3 3D Modeling for Solid Freeform Fabrication
Solid freeform fabrication (SFF) has been widely used for constructing tissue engineered scaffolds due
to its high accuracy in micro-scale fabrication resolution [25, 43]. Applied SFF technology is recently
utilized in drug metabolism studies and direct cell printing process for layer-by-layer dispensing of 3D
alginate tissue scaffold [7-8]. In order to achieve truly interconnected internal architecture for cell
growth and proliferation, the internal scaffold is formed by depositing cylindrical micro-filaments
parallel to each other in every layer using a certain lay-down pattern. In this section, 3D modeling of
heterogeneous wound scaffold is developed for SFF. Horizontal and vertical depositions are assumed
to be positioned along x-axis and y-axis respectively.
The generated healing surfaces shown in Fig. 5(a) are sliced into a set of layers
Ss
sL
1,...,
}{

generating
set of contours
1,...,={ }
s s
i n
i
L C

for layer-by-layer manufacturing shown in Fig. 5(b)-(c). For each sL ,
filaments are generated with user defined filament diameter and distance between filaments. In Fig.
5(c), representation of toolpath generation on a sample layer for solid freeform modeling and
fabrication is illustrated. Horizontal deposition over top layer 1L is started with generating a number
of equidistance horizontal lines
jhor
l . Then, a number of points s
hor pj
F

are generated at the intersection
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of each
jhor
l with each contour s
i
C , where shor pj
F

is p th point of j th filament of sL for horizontal
deposition. Contour information for each s
hor pj
F

is stored as
jp
s
horR , where jp
s
horR is the related contour
information of point s
hor pj
F

. Thus, required information is kept to assign certain concentration values
for cylindrical filaments between two consecutive points in ith region ( iregion ).
Fig. 5: 3D modeling of wound scaffolds for SFF systems (a) Set of multi-functional boundary surfaces
niiS 1,...,}{  and (b) slicing all iS ’s into set of layers Ss
sL
1,...,
}{

. (c) Top layer L1 is illustrated as a sample
layer for toolpath generation, and (d) generated 3D wound scaffold model (Please see colored version).
The following algorithm is developed to generate points and corresponding contour information
for toolpath development in solid freeform modeling and fabrication:
Algorithm II: Toolpath Generation
INPUT:
niiS 1,...,}{  : Set of multi-functional boundary surfaces
∆ l : Distance between filaments
h : Maximum depth of wound
f
d : Diameter of filament (also equal to the slicing thickness)
OUPUT:
PpJjSs
s
hor pj
F
1,...,;1,...,;1,...,
}{


: Set of points for horizontal filament deposition
PpJjSs
s
hor pj
R
1,...,;1,...,;1,...,
}{


: Set of contour information for generated set of points
START
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Si
x
y
x
z
y
z
x
y
z
x
y
z
x
Ls
L1
Regioni
lhorj
Fhorj,p
s
Ci
s
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Obtain number of layers 1
f
d
hS ;
For ( 1s to S ) {
Generate infinite horizontal plane sG with z- coordinate
f
dsz 1)-( ;
For ( 1i to n ) {
If ( !i
s SG  NULL) Then {
i
ss
i SGC  ; /***get contour when the plane intersects multi-functional boundary
surface***/
} /***End of If-Statement***/
} /***End of 2nd For-loop***/
ni
s
i
s CL 1,...,}{  ; /***define the layer as a set of contours with same z values***/
1ss ; } /***End of 1st For-loop***/
∀
sL :
1j ;
Add line
jhor
l from the top of sL ; /***Start adding horizontal line from the top***/
While ( !
jhor
s lL  NULL) {
1p ;
For ( 1i to n ) {
While ( !
jhor
s
i lC  NULL) {
Get Point s
pjhor
F

as intersection of siC and
jhor
l ;
Keep the contour information s
pjhor
R

; /***keep information for region differentiation***/
1pp ; } /***End of 2nd While-loop***/
} /***End of 3rd For-loop***/
1 jj ; /***Increment variable for the next line***/
lll
jj horhor
Δ)()( yy  ; /***Update the location of next line in –y coordinate***/
Add line
jhor
l ; /***Add next horizontal line***/
} /***End of 1st While-loop***/
END
Similar algorithm can also be generated for point generation for vertical filament deposition. The
generated set of points and contour information are used as inputs for the algorithm developed in our
recent study [34] that generates 3D heterogeneous porous scaffolds with variational biomaterial and
loaded bio-molecule concentration properties. In this section, modeling of geometric design for 3D
wound scaffolds is developed for solid freeform fabrication systems. In the next section,
implementation and illustrative examples are presented.
3 IMPLEMENTATION & EXAMPLES
Presented algorithms are implemented by developing a script in Rhinoceros 4.0 software [42] to
generate 3D scaffolds in CAD with loaded bio-molecules. The dispersion of bio-molecules follows
normal distribution over the cross-section of filaments. For details about stochastic distributions of
bio-molecules in micro-filaments, the reader is referred to our earlier work [35]. In this paper, two
images from pressure ulcer disease are processed for geometric modeling of wound scaffolds. Fig. 6(a)
demonstrates a wound image from a recent study [2]. The image is then processed in ImageJ software
and 3D wound scaffold geometry is extracted as in Fig. 10(c), which is the inverse of wound shape as
illustrated in Fig. 6(b). Then, wound bed curves are generated for geometric modeling in CAD. By
inputting the wound bed curves, 3D model of porous wound scaffold is developed based on a given
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biomaterial and loaded bio-molecule concentration profile with a user defined number of regions for
discretization purpose. In this work, it is assumed that the given concentration profiles follow tissue
engineering and wound healing requirements. Fig. 7(a) illustrates the developed 3D model in CAD
based on alginate and loaded microsphere concentration profile given in Fig. 7(b).
Fig. 6: Extraction of wound scaffold geometry: (a) wound images from recent study [2] is (b) processed
in ImageJ software and (c) 3D geometry is extracted. Finally, (d) wound bed curves are generated for
geometric modeling.
Fig. 7: Development of wound scaffold: (a) Generation of 3D model based on (b) concentration profile
over 4 regions with (c) visualization of stochastic distribution of microspheres.
Variation in material concentration is characterized by color differentiation in RGB color space
based on the following formula:
)-)(
f-f
f-f
(),,(
1
mm
mm
11,...,
1
1 RGBRGBRGBbgrRGB niiini
n
i

(2.4)
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In Eqn (2.4), ),,( iiii bgrRGB  is the assigned (red, green, blue) additive color value of i
th region ranges
between colors of two extremes 1RGB and nRGB , 0 , , 255i i ir g b  .
Based on the concentration profile given in Fig. 7(b), certain number of microspheres is distributed
stochastically inside filaments in each region according to the quantification study performed in our
earlier work [34]. Fig. 7(c) illustrates porous scaffold with highlighted differentiation in microsphere
concentration between 0.3-0.6% (w/v).
Fig. 8: Extraction of wound scaffold geometry: (a) wound images from recent study [12] is (b) processed
in ImageJ software and (c) 3D geometry is extracted. Finally, (d) wound bed curves are generated for
geometric modeling.
Fig. 9: Development of wound scaffold: (a) Generation of 3D model based on (b) varying alginate-
microsphere concentration requirement over 5 regions with (c) visualization of stochastic distribution
of microspheres.
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Similar procedure is applied to another pressure ulcer wound image [12] (See Fig. 8(a)). After
processing the image, 3D geometry is extracted in Fig. 8(c) and wound bed curves are generated (See
Fig. 8(d)) for geometric modeling.
The wound scaffold is then developed based on the concentration profile demonstrated in Fig.
9(b). The wound scaffold is partitioned into 5 distinct regions with varying alginate concentration
between 3-5% concentration with linearly increasing fashion through inner regions. Fig. 9(c) visualizes
incorporated microspheres with increasing microsphere concentration between 0.3-1.1% spatially.
4 BIOFABRICATION
Biofabrication of sample wound scaffold is performed by a prototype multi-syringe single nozzle
dispensing system shown in Fig. 10(a). The system runs in room temperature under low pressure (0-5
psi) to reduce fluidic shear forces that can damage incorporated bio-molecules or diminish their active
properties. Mixing two different concentrations from each nozzle enables dispensing varying
concentration of alginate and loaded encapsulated bio-molecules by time. Material flow and
concentration through mixture chamber is controlled by regulating positive nozzle pressures (PA and
PB) connected to an air pressure control unit based on the developed formula in [9]. CA=3% (w/v) and
CB=5% (w/v) sodium alginate solutions were prepared, and 0.3% (w/v) and 0.6% (w/v) micro-glass beads
were loaded respectively to represent encapsulated bio-molecules. 1% (w/v) Calcium chloride solution
is used to crosslink dispensed sodium alginate. The reader is referred to our earlier work [34] for detail
information about the biofabrication process.
Fig. 10: Biofabrication: (a) NC driven multi-syringe single nozzle dispensing system, (b) fabricated
wound scaffold, and (c) micro-scale view loaded with micro-glass beads.
Green and red color inks are incorporated into syringes to represent spatial variation. While ink
diffuses through 3D scaffold, only top layer was fabricated for clarification purpose. For complex 3D
scaffolds, the reader is referred to our previous work [26]. Fig. 10(b) shows the fabrication of designed
model with 4 regions dispensed through 250µm nozzle tip. Distribution of micro-glass beads is
demonstrated in Fig. 10(c) on a dark field image taken by 5.0x1.0x1.0 optic lens.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel development of porous wound scaffolds is proposed to improve wound healing
process. Repair of complex 3-D wound geometry is enhanced by incorporating encapsulated bio-
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molecules locally and temporarily based on their interaction with the target cells. A blending process is
developed to generate heterogeneous scaffolds using wound features recognized by using imaging
study. Hence, 3-D scaffold geometry is partitioned into several uniform regions with varying
concentration of bio-molecules and biomaterial. Wound healing can be accelerated by synchronizing
the release time of a particular region with the healing time of that region. Multi-syringe single nozzle
dispensing system is used to fabricate a sample wound scaffold.
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